
Interception 
Catching a pass made by an 
opposing player. 

Possession When a team has the ball. 

Marking  
When a player tries to block an 
opponent from getting the ball.  

Getting Free 
When a player moves to lose the 
person marking them 

Rebound 
When a player shoots the ball but 
it bounces off the goalpost and 
back into play.  

pivot 
Where one foot is kept on the floor 
and the other foot is moved around 
so the person turns in a circle.  

opponent Someone who is on the other team.  

attack 
Trying to move the ball forward 
and score a goal. 

Defense  
Trying to stop the other team 
scoring a goal.  

• The importance of learning from mistakes and 
improving.  

• The importance of hand-eye coordination in 
sports.  

• to apply and develop a broader range of skills, learning 

how to use them in different ways and to link them to 

make actions and sequences of movement.  

• to communicate, collaborate and compete with each 

other while following the rules of a game. 

• to develop an understanding of how to improve in 

different physical activities and sports and learn how to 

evaluate and recognise their own success.  

• To use running, jumping, throwing and catching in 

isolation and in combination.  

•  to play competitive games, modified where appropriate 

and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and 

defending.  

• to pass a ball in a range of different ways and think 

about which pass to use depending upon what is 

happening in the game and where my team mates and 

opponents are. 

It is our aim to give children the opportunity to 
experience a range of different sports and learn a range 
of skills. Maybe they will find a sport they want to pursue 
in the future?  

Try playing some different sports at home with your 
family, Think about how you can improve everyone's 
health and fitness levels.  

Key Vocabulary What I already know... 

What I will learn... Making a difference at        
The Merton 

Making a difference at home 
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 Making a difference  ⚫  Inspiring success  ⚫  Building character  ⚫  Building relationships ⚫  Promoting health and wellness 


